Transforming Wholesale
Client Onboarding in
the Digital Age

Client Onboarding and a Changing Global Environment
Wholesale bank client onboarding processes today are highly manual and cost intensive, and
offer a less-than-optimal experience to customers, as well as employees involved in the process.
Increase in
globalization of
customers

Driving secure online
business to
serve customers
worldwide

Market
disruption due to
new entrants

Developing products
and capabilities
securely at the pace
of innovation

Movement
toward an
API economy

Protecting the use of
APIs at the bank’s
border and beyond

Shift from productcentric to
customer-centric

Increasing regulatory
demands and
compliance costs

Strong customer identification,
authentication and identity
verification drive trusted online
interactions

Advanced analytics
and reporting ease
compliance costs

Technology foundation
establishes digital trust with customers and enables greater online business

Unless the onboarding experience is re-architected and redesigned, organizations stand to lose
their competitiveness and value in this changing environment
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Digital Transformation of Onboarding Components
To transform onboarding, changes need to be driven to both the front-end customer
experience, as well as to the back-end components that enable client onboarding.
Onboarding excellence
Informationgathering
Client portal for onboarding
Customer-centric onboarding
instead of product-centric
Omnichannel client experience
Automation of customer
screening
and risk assignment
Automation of ID verification

End-to-end cross-asset class
workflow solution
Centralizing customer

Authorization
and verification

1. Client relationship
Account
Document acquisition
management
and collation

2. Client management
Strategic client
management

3. CDD
Sanctions and PEP
screening

Negative news
screening

Customer risk
assessment

CDD
requirements

Product
implementation

4. Account opening
Account opening
6. Data management

5. Risk management
Credit
reviews

Credit document
management

Liquidity and
market

Credit
monitoring

Credit risk

Credit
policy

Doc management
and control
Entity data
management

7. Central functions
Legal

Compliance

Risk

Tax

Rationalized onboarding rules across
jurisdictions; global access to products
and services with single point
onboarding
Definition of new service models for
client onboarding; definition of
statistics-backed, risk-based models
Digital collection of documentation
from customer, RMs and branch
representatives
Centralizing customer documentation
with proper classification and tagging
Automation using robotics and AI
Onboarding APIs for reuse across
other services

8. Technology enablement
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Building a Foundation for Strategic Advantage
The onboarding process can provide a strategic advantage, leading to not just operational efficiencies and
reduction of risk but also to generation of new revenue models.
Formulating a strategy and putting the
right foundational pieces in place is critical as
organizations seek to turn around their
onboarding function

New business models: onboarding as
a service and digital identity

Digitization and automation
of business process
Digital KYC and identity

UI/UX front-end
experience

Automated workflow
Real-time account
approvals
ID scan
Omnichannel
experience

Integration with SOR
Process automation
using RPA

Digital signature
Partial onboarding
Real-time account
Prefilling of data
enablement through
funding
Real-time eligibility checks
single digital channel
Indicates current industry average
maturity across top global
commercial banks

Shared global account
opening services
Real-time ID
verification
Application of machine
learning to build relevant
products
Contextual onboarding
of products and services

Digital capability maturity
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Customer Experience –
Starting Right by Answering “What Is”
Understanding the customer (and employee) experience helps identify crucial requirements and pain points for effective
redesign of the process, as well as selection of technologies that can enable it.

Authorization and verification

Information-gathering
1

Onboarding request is
generated and customer
receives link to initiate
onboarding
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3

4

Customer provides company
information needed to
complete onboarding
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Customer scans and emails
documents

8

Data is manually entered into
customer information system,
and documents are manually
uploaded
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Product implementation

Customer identifies and
provides authorized signer
details

10

Customer submits
information and waits for
updates

11

Conducts due diligence on
customer and verification of
authorized signers
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Customer is informed if
additional information is
needed
Customer review is
successfully completed,
and customer is notified
of next steps

Receives agreement and
document package for
signature
Provides the signed
documents and
agreements package

Conducts quality check
on the documents
package and agreements
received
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Documents are scanned
and archived

14

Receives welcome
package and begins
using services
Customer

Employee
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Onboarding Transformation – How to Get Started
Targeted technology and operational improvement opportunities exist throughout the onboarding life cycle. Application of new
technologies to existing pain points can help reimagine and create a differentiated experience for customers and employees.
3 Identifying the right
4 Prefilling existing
personnel to address
forms to prevent
queries in real time
duplication and
2 Routing work
smart document
intelligently,
03
management
reducing
02
downtime

7 Integrating data
analytics
and compliance

8 Enhance online/digital
portals to ease onboarding
processes
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9 Provide customized
solutions with the shortest
turnaround time, manage
metrics/SLAs
10 Pervasive across all
delivery channels

1 Platform integration:
single business or
businesses, KYC thru
product implementation

5 Automating
business rules
applied to each
legal entities and
geographies

Snapshot of
major trends
in client
onboarding

6 Clientcentricity

Snapshot of
major trends
in client
onboarding
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How to Get Started?
Deliver Today … De-risk for the Future
Delivery of customer experience

True digital and omnichannel experience: Front to
back office. Extend the platform to surface on all user
desktops (via Mashup), streamlining both the use for
sales, ops, and customers.

Regulatory rules updated by best in class legal team,

policymakers and ex-regulators (global and local intent-led
released quarterly) in Pega KYC including AML/CTF, DoddFrank, MiFID II, EMIR, FATCA/CRS, FINMA

Regulatory releases
Country
2

Country
3

Country
4

Country
n

Initial deployment (Global standard + 1 country)

Pega CLM + Pega KYC

. .

Empowering the bank to rollout countries in fast

iterations in 4-6 weeks

Retain what is the same – only define differences

Proven implementation methodology of gap

analysis and configuration only, with repeatable rollout –
ensuring re-use 12-16 weeks

Best in class CLM technology for C&IB, WM, AM
and retail
80% of leading practice rules that are intent driven
Leverage the power of the Pega7 platform
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How EY and Pega Can Help
We have a variety of services to assist clients with specific areas of client onboarding. The services are
typically integrated in cross-functional teams providing to client needs.

Business
processes
Risk and
controls

Performance
measurement
Onboarding
capabilities

Key contacts
Technology
and FinTech

Data

Principal, Ernst & Young LLP
+1 212 773 1025
robert.mara@ey.com

People
Organization

Robert Mara

Digital

Reetu Khosla
Enterprises today need the ability to drive continuous digitization and transformation. EY and Pega
provide end-to-end global technology offerings, from initial assessment through deployment and ongoing
services, to help clients achieve unprecedented business outcomes and provide world-class innovation.

Head of CLM/KYC,
Pegasystems Inc.
+1 617 866 6423
reetu.khosla@pega.com
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Connect With EY at
PegaWorld 2018
Visit EY in booth 5
in the Tech Pavilion

Attend our thought-provoking
sessions

Follow us on Twitter:
@EY_Alliances
Visit:
ey.com/pegasystems
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